
VEGATRUCK – Technical training on site

VEGA on the Road
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Order VEGA’s traveling classroom right to the front door of your 

 company. You get an exhibition and on-site training all in one – 

 completely without travel expenses, hotel reservations and time- 

consuming travel. 

On board VEGATRUCK you’ll find lots of functional VEGA instru-

ments you can touch and try out. All of them are connected in a 

network, just like in an industrial plant. This means: training under 

realistic conditions.  

WE INFORM – ANYTIME, ANYWHERE. 
OUR TRUCK IS AT HOME ON ALL OF EUROPE’S ROADS.

VEGA measurement technology is designed to make your life easier. 
And VEGATRUCK is designed to make training in measurement technology easier.

VEGATRUCK

Training in all aspects of level and pressure 

measurement technology is carried out by 

competent and experienced consultants from 

VEGA.
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We o�er industry-specific seminars and device-specific events, as 

well as discourses on special topics such as SIL, plics®, PACTware  

or VEGA Inventory System. There is also a company presentation  

to help you get to know VEGA better. 

Should it be just a short info stop or a full-day seminar?  

Anything is possible! 

Select the industry, select the topic, select the priorities! Then sit  

back and relax. Because the VEGA consultants will adapt the  training 

program exactly to your wishes. You even specify the time frame 

yourself.

OUR KNOWLEDGE ON WHEELS

VEGATRUCK training at your location is as versatile and 
flexible as our measuring instruments.

Two VEGA consultants are always there on 

location for your employees. Groups of eight 

people are ideal. If you want considerably 

more people to participate in the training,  

we recommend splitting them up into several 

groups.

 

 

 v Over 60 m² of exhibition space

 v Hands-on measurement technology

 v Over 50 topics to choose from

 v  Small groups receive intensive 

training

 v  Certificate of completion and  

a little surprise
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Step inside and be amazed: With its high-quality equipment, the 

 interior of VEGATRUCK leaves a lasting impression. In the centre  

of the generous exhibition area there is a counter with a large  

screen (55"). This is where presentations and animations are shown. 

The counter also serves as a catering area. 

Catering   |   Advertising internal

A small staircase leads to the so-called 

gooseneck of VEGATRUCK. This is where the 

communication area has been set up, com-

plete with signal conditioning instruments and 

another screen for demonstrating PACTware, 

Web, VEGA Inventory System, etc.

Eight barstools are just waiting for you to take a seat. A covered  

outdoor area with two bar tables provides a comfortable place  

to talk outdoors. Here you can see: VEGATRUCK easily rivals any 

conference hotel. 

There is only one small drawback: for hygienic reasons we decided 

not to have on-board toilets – participants must use their company’s 

own restrooms.  

A FEELING LIKE AT A CONFERENCE HOTEL. 
FULLY EQUIPPED TRAINING ROOM.

Soft drinks, co�ee and espresso are served at the catering counter in VEGATRUCK. 
We also serve snacks appropriate to the time of day.
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We help you make this announcement known to your employees. 

 Prior to the VEGATRUCK visit you’ll receive appropriate posters 

in printed and/or digital form. This gives you a way to inform all 

 employees in your company who work with measuring instruments, 

“VEGATRUCK IS COMING TO US!” 

design processes or make purchasing 

 decisions and invite them to participate  

in training in VEGATRUCK. 

Handling the instruments and trying them out is explicitly permitted 

and encouraged in VEGATRUCK. Fifteen models with functioning 

measuring instruments are installed in the exhibition area. They illus-

trate VEGA solutions for di�erent applications in di�erent industries. 

JUST LIKE IN REAL LIFE!  

“Experience, rather than just listen!” also 

 applies to the communication wall. This is 

where the measurement readings from all  

the models come together. They can be 

 displayed in many di�erent ways.
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1.  Specify a location/parking spot that o�ers su�cient 

space for VEGATRUCK. More info under “Technical 

Data”. 

2.  Contact VEGA to arrange a date for the visit. Please 

note that VEGATRUCK is usually booked out for half 

a year in advance. Your contact for a VEGATRUCK 

 booking is your personal VEGA field representative.  

But you can also contact VEGA sales directly  

(within Germany) or the VEGA agency in your country 

(outside Germany). 

JUST THREE STEPS TO A VEGATRUCK VISIT!

On-site training in measurement technology would be just the right thing for your employees? 
Then invite VEGATRUCK to come to you! Only three quick steps and the truck is: 
On the road again – on its way to you! 

Booking

3.  Discuss the desired training topics and priorities  

with the VEGA consultant. 

Absolutely no costs are charged for the VEGATRUCK 

visit. 
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Vehicle access

The access road should be at least 4 m wide with 4 m 

height clearance, provide su�cient room to manoeuvre 

and have no through tra�c. 

 
Dimensions of VEGATRUCK

Total length: 16.5 m 

Length of the trailer: 11.78 m 

Height: 4 m 

Width (with extended side parts): 8 m 

Weight: 38 t

 
Preparation

Prior to the actual event, VEGATRUCK requires a setup 

and lead time of about 2.5 hours (from the time of its 

arrival). If an event is to take place early in the morning, 

VEGATRUCK should arrive the evening before.  

TECHNICAL DATA 

There are several prerequisites the site has to fulfil for a VEGATRUCK visit: 

Location

The location should have level, solid ground and be 

within easy walking distance from the company buildings. 

Ambient noise at the site should be as low as possible. 

Furthermore, there must be no manholes or filling shafts 

in the ground at or in close proximity to the site. 

If your company’s own premises do not meet these 

 requirements, you might be able to find a public or  

hotel parking lot that would provide enough space for 

VEGATRUCK.  

If a heavy current source (380 V) is available on site, we 

would gladly make use of it. If not: no problem! For such 

cases VEGATRUCK has a generator on board. 

All the fresh water and process water we need for our 

models, we bring ourselves. Neither a water connection 

nor a drain for wastewater is required at the site. 

Technical aspects
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